































side  heat   transfer   correlation   for   fully   turbulent   flow,   although   the  Reynolds  numbers
indicated transitional flow.
Zusammenfassung
Kernpunkt  der vorliegenden Dissertation  ist  die  Entwicklung eines Computerprogramms
und einer Methodologie zur Simulation stationärer Wärmetauschertriebwerke. Als Beispiel
wurde   ein   kompakter   Röhrenbündel­Wärmetauscher   mit   ovalem   Röhrenquerschnitt
gewählt.   Das   Simulationsprogramm   ist   für   unterschiedliche   Konfigurationen   von
Wärmetauschern  und  verschiedene  Abgasschachtgeometrien  der  Gasturbine   anwendbar.
Die Widerstandstensoren wurden sowohl gegen CFD­Daten als auch gegen experimentelle
Daten abgeglichen und das Simulationsprogramm wurde zu einem gewissen Grad anhand



















































































































































































































































































































































































where  there   is  a  need  for   transportation of  heat  between different  media.








increase   in  NOx  emissions.  With   growing   awareness   of   the   environmental
impact of commercial aviation together with an annual growth of this industry
of   5%   (Scheugenpflug   et   al)   the   demand   for   more   efficient   and





















c p T3−T 4 −cp T2−T1 
cp T3−T2 
(1.2)
and since T3−T5T3−T2 it  is obvious that the thermal efficiency is higher
for   the  recuperated engine.  However,   if   the pressure   ratio   is   too  high  the
compressor   outlet   temperature   will   be   higher   than   the   turbine   outlet
temperature and the compressor air will get cooled in the recuperator and as
a result   lead to a reduced efficiency.  This  fact makes  the recuperator only
interesting for gas turbines with low pressure ratios. Such gas turbines could
be   attractive   for   different   industrial   applications   such   as   reserve   power
generation or for applications where high compactness is of importance, e.g.





then   the   recuperators,   on   such   occasions,   could   be   by­passed.   Since





In   order   to   achieve   an   increased   efficiency   for  higher  pressure   ratios   the
compressor outlet temperature has to be reduced. This can be achieved by









An example of  an advanced cycle   is   the so  called  IRA­engine  (Intercooled
Recuperated Aero­engine) that is being investigated in the industry, see figure
3






weight   and   therefore   it   is   of   outermost   importance   that   the   thermal   and
aerodynamical efficiencies of the heat exchangers are high. Provided the heat
exchangers are efficient enough the weight increase of the engine could be
more   than compensated   for  by   the   reduction   in   fuel   load and  thereby  an
increased pay load could be carried. It is therefore of great importance to have
simulation tools  for  analysing different  design alternatives   in order   to  find














that   the   gas   turbine   recuperators   have   a   high   thermal   and   aerodynamic
efficiency.   In   addition   to   high   thermal   and   aerodynamic   efficiencies   the











is   the   tube   bundle   heat   exchanger.   In   order   to   improve   thermal   and








and Schlosser).   It  was  also  chosen  for  the AEROHEX­project  (GRD1­1999­
10602), the 5th EU frame work programme, and has been shown to perform




the  distributor  and  the collector.  These  bundles  are  bent  making  the heat
exchanger   a  mixture  of   a   cross   flow  and  a   counter   flow  heat   exchanger.
Furthermore,   the bends have the advantage of  making the heat  exchanger
5
















has  been put   on   the  development   of   the   computational   software   and   the
computational methodology and not on the optimisation of the heat transfer
















is   the   same   for   different   bundle   configurations   and   tube   geometries.   An







rows   (Zukauskas,  Hanke,  Bähr).  When   the  Reynolds  number   is   increased
turbulence first starts near the bundle exit and then works its way upstream







the   turbulence   further   within   a   bundle   is   a   function   of   the   bundle
configuration and the Reynolds number. Stephan and Traub investigated the
influence   of   turbulence   on   pressure   drop   and   heat   transfer   for   staggered
bundles of four and five tube rows for Reynolds numbers between 12000 and
70000.  They varied  the  turbulence  intensity  between 0,8% and 25 % and
noticed that the drag coefficient for staggered bundles was not affected at all
by the turbulence intensity, but discovered that increased turbulence intensity












































is   the   quality   of   the   turbulence   and   the   size   of   the   dominating   vortices
entering the second matrix. The flow keeps its coherent nature while entering
the second matrix and the existence of vortices helps the flow to roll on with
small   resistance  while  passing   through   the   second  matrix   and yields  as   a
result less drag. Goulas et al had their hypothesis verified by introducing a
very fine grid between the matrices and thereby destroying large vortices and






in question CFD analyses  are  performed.  These CFD analyses  are  made  in
order to investigate the flow field inside the matrix for a variation of inlet flow
conditions. The flow through the heat exchanger matrix  is highly complicated
and time dependent with Karman vortices  created at   the bundle outlet.   In
order to simulate the flow correctly the boundary layers must be resolved and
the flow field calculated unsteady. For turbulent flows the boundary layers
undergo   transition   from  laminar   to   turbulent  and  in  order   to   capture   this







be  minor.  The   flow   field   is  mainly  unsteady   at   the   bundle   outlet,  where









conditions   are   chosen,   for   the   investigations,     that   clearly   lye  within   the
laminar and turbulent regions. 
3.1 CFX­TASCflow
CFX­TASCflow is  a commercial   fluid  flow prediction software package that
includes the flow solver and tools  for  pre­ and post­processing of   the flow
simulation   (AEA   Technology).   The   code   is   able   of   handling   subsonic,
transonic and supersonic flows and has a number of different two­equation
turbulence  models   implemented as  well  as   second­moment  closure  models
and sub­grid, models for LES.
The solver  works  on block structured hexahedral  grids  and make use of  a
finite   element   based   finite   volume   method.   The   unsteady   mass   and
momentum equations are solved in a coupled manner and the steady solution
is approached by time integration. 




CFX­TASCflow   offers   various   advection   differencing   schemes   of   different
accuracy and robustness. The simplest, and most robust, is the first order up­
wind scheme. The most accurate and less robust is the second order Linear




CFX­TASCflow   version   2.12.0­521   has   been   used   for   all   CFD   calculations
presented in this work.
3.2 Computational grid

































































applied   for   the   turbulent   cases   and   a   2nd  order   scheme   is   used   for   the




















pressure  drop  is  moderate.  For   turbulent   flow and attack angles  up  to  60
degrees a minor effect  on the pressure drop is  seen in the first   tube rows
(table 3.4) and from the 5th  row the pressure drop behaviour is the same as




effect   is   seen   through   the   whole   bundle,   although   weakening   with   the
distance from the inlet. Unfortunately, no experimental data is available about
separation  size or at what attack angle separation occurs. 
Apart   from   the   pressure   drop   increase   with   increasing   attack   angle   the
pressure drop results also show the expansion loss at the outlet, included in
the   loss   coefficients   for   row   7.   This   effect   is   seen   in   the   results   for   the
turbulent cases, but can not be seen in the laminar cases where the flow does
not separate from the last tube row trailing edges.











Tube row 0 20 40 60 80
1 0,55 0,55 0,58 0,92 11,21
2 0,90 0,90 0,91 1,02 4,03
3 0,95 0,95 0,96 1,02 2,52
4 0,98 0,98 0,98 1,00 1,33
5 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,12
6 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,06




Tube row 0 40 80
1 0,84 0,83 0,88
2 1,00 1,00 1,00
3 1,00 1,00 1,00
4 1,00 1,00 1,00
5 1,00 1,00 1,00
6 1,00 1,00 1,00



























tube  bundle  has   strong   influence  on  all   quantities   and  although   the   inlet
conditions   differ   significantly   the   turbulence   intensity   and   the   turbulent
viscosity are at the outlet the same. This is qualitatively in good agreement


























tubes   the   crosswise   velocity   component   is   not   reduced   as   fast   for   the
inclination angle cases as for the attack angle cases. This is the reason for the
higher  pressure   loss  coefficients,  of   the  turbulent  cases,   for   the  inclination






Tube row 0 20 40
1 0,55 1,13 1,12
2 0,90 1,31 1,52
3 0,95 1,08 1,23
4 0,98 1,00 1,12
5 1,00 0,97 1,06
6 1,00 0,96 1,05



















A   porous   medium   is   a   material   consisting   of   a   solid   matrix   with   an
interconnected void. The matrix can be either rigid or undergo deformation,
and  the void  allows   the  flow of  one or  more   fluids   through  the medium.
Porous  media  can  be  naturally   formed  (e.g.   rocks,   sand  beds,  woods,   the
human lung etc) or fabricated (e.g. catalytic pellets, insulations, tube bundles
etc).  Calculation of  fluid and heat  flow variables  in a porous medium is  a
demanding   task.   Although   direct   numerical   simulations   of   transport
phenomena   is   theoretically   possible,   it   demands   enormous   computational
resources even for simple geometries. Even the use of RANS­equations lead to





averaging   procedures   the   resulting   transport   equations   are   not   closed.   In
order to close them porous media flow models need to be applied. The first
porous  media   flow  model  was   introduced  by  Darcy   in  1856   after   having








































[1 ∂ v∂ t  1 ∇ v v ]=−1 ∇  p   ∇2 v−K v−cFK1/2 ∣v∣v (4.4)
In the present work only single­phase flow is considered and the source terms
are modelled using the Forchheimer equation assuming the solid matrix to be






than  K1/2.  A   third   length scale   is   the  system dimension  L,  which usually   is
significantly larger than d. The fourth length scale, l, is the dimension of the
representative   elementary   volume   (REV)  which   is   the   smallest   differential
volume that results  in statistically meaningful  local average properties.  The
four length scales can be written as
K1 /2≪dl≪L (4.5)










or   in   the   works   of   e.g.   Boer,   Dullien,   Kaviany,   Vafai,   Nield   and   Bejan.
Different averaging techniques  have been studied by Whittaker and Catton





simplification  of   the momentum equations.  The  reason  for  using  a  porous
medium   to   simulate   a  heat   exchanger   is   to   save   computational   time   and
money. This means that when a porous medium is used a reasonable level of
simplification,   that   to   some extent  match   the  porous  media  simplification,
should be used for the momentum equations. There is e.g. no idea to simulate
the flow in the computational domain outside the porous medium in extreme
detail   by   e.g.   using   direct   numerical   simulation   (DNS)   or   large   eddy





grid  is  coarse  in a porous medium fine scaled motions cannot be resolved
adequately and the transfer of information on the fine scaled motions across
the   boundaries   is   questionable.  On   the   other  hand,   it   is   often   desired   to
calculate the flow field in the rest of the computational domain well enough
to catch its main features. This is then in some way in contradiction to the
difficulties   to   resolve   flow   features   in   the   porous   part   of   the   domain.   A
reasonable compromise between good predictions in the non­porous part of
the domain and the simplifications needed in the porous part is the use of the
averaged  momentum and   transport   equations   in   combination  with   a   two­
equation turbulence model. By using this alternative the mean velocities can
be calculated throughout the whole computational domain. The drawback is















































 ui =0 (5.1)
∂
∂ t
 ui  ∂∂ x j 
 ui u j =−∂ p∂ x i
− ∂
∂ x j
ijui'u j' giSi (5.2)
where the Reynolds­averaged viscous stress, for low­speed compressible flows,
is approximated as 





















The  heat   exchanger   is   subjected   to   thermal   gradients   leading   to  different
thermal expansions in different parts of the heat exchanger. The investigated
heat   exchanger   is  manufactured  of  an   Inconel   alloy  which   typically  has  a
thermal   expansion   coefficient   between   7,6   and   15,5   m/mK   (ASME).   Aμ
typical  maximum  temperature  difference,   in   the  operating   range,  between
inlet and outlet in the heat exchanger tubes is around 350 K (see chapter 9).
This leads to, with the above coefficients, a difference in thermal expansion






find suitable  expressions   for   the momentum source   terms.  As  discussed  in
chapter 4, when the operating conditions vary over a large range of Reynolds
numbers, from laminar to in some cases fully turbulent, the preferable source













⋅u j   (5.7)











performed   for   laminar   and   fully   turbulent   flow,   and   the   heat   exchanger
operating conditions lye in a Reynolds number range in between, where eddy­
viscosity models perform badly, the derived Dij and Fij tensors will be impaired
by uncertainties.  Therefore an adjustment of   the resistance  tensors  against
experimental  data might  be necessary.  A comparison between results   from
calculations   for   the heat  exchanger  matrix  modelled a as  porous  medium,
with   the  derived   resistance   tensors,   and   the  CFD­results   in   chapter   3   are
presented at the end of this chapter.











the   second   row.  The  outlet  domain   is   analogue   to   the   inlet  domain.  The
interior domain is the region between the inlet and the outlet. In the interior
part the heat exchanger is symmetric in the directions of the axes, i.e. along
the tubes  and  in  the  two directions  across   the  tubes.  This  means   that   the
tensors for this part will consist only of the diagonal elements. The inlet and
the outlet, on the other hand, are symmetric only in the x­ and z­directions,
but   not   in   the   y­direction.   Thus,   their   tensors  will   contain   not   only   the
diagonal   elements,   but   also   components   giving   a   contribution   from   the
velocity   components   in   the  x­   and  z­directions   to   the  y­component  of   the
pressure   gradient.   From   the   geometrical   motivation   above   the   following
tensors for the different parts of the heat exchanger can be derived:









F zz ] (5.9 a­b)

























F zz ] (5.11 a­b)
This is an assumption based purely on the geometry of the heat exchanger. As













chapter  3,   the pressure drop would be under estimated by 1.75%,   for   the









numerical  results  for the shape and configuration in question.  If,  as  in  the
bundle in this study, the tubes are oval shaped the flow characteristics of the
bundle will  be direction dependent,   i.e.  non­isotropic.  This  means  that  the



























of   magnitude   larger   than   the   elements   for   the   y­direction   the   crosswise
velocity   component  will   still   be   reduced   relatively   fast   and   the   equation
system gets easier to solve. The gradients at the inlet also become less steep
and can thus be resolved on a coarser grid. The drawback of this approach is
that   the   crosswise   velocity   component   and   the   source   term  will   be   over




















for   the   friction   factor   in   pipe   flow   are   valid   for   an   enormous   range   of
Reynolds numbers
 
=64 /R e laminar flow (5.12)









are  defined   in   the   same  way   as   for   cross   flow   (equation   3.1   and   3.2).
Omitting   the   transition   range   and   applying   equation   (5.12)   for   Reynolds

















these   regions   include   elements   giving   contribution   from   the   velocity









With   the  normalized   tensor   elements   derived   in   chapter   5.3   and   5.4   put
together the complete tensors look like
Inlet: Dij=[0,29⋅Dref0,42⋅Dref0 00,84⋅Dref0 0−1,85⋅Dref8,4⋅Dref ] (5.16)
F ij=[0,29⋅F ref0,37⋅F ref0 00,74⋅F ref0 0−1,63⋅F ref7,4⋅F ref ] (5.17)
Outlet: Dij=[ 0,29⋅Dref−0,42⋅Dref0 00,84⋅Dref0 01,85⋅Dref8,4⋅Dref ] (5.18)















10⋅F ref ] (5.21)
In order to verify the derived tensors the heat exchanger matrix in chapter 3











0 0 1,025 0,998
20 0 1,026 Not calculated
40 0 0,996 0,998
60 0 1,020 Not calculated
80 0 1,066 0,989
0 20 0,981 Not calculated



























































hot   gas   side.   If   the   level   of   the   over   estimation   is   known   this   can   be
compensated  for   in   several  ways.  The easiest  way would  be  to  adjust   the





the   addition   of   source   terms   to   the   transport   equations   of   the   turbulent







in  turn  is  a   function of   the velocity  and the geometry  and  the Peclet  and
Reynolds  numbers  (Nield and Bejan).   In practice  thermal  dispersion  has a
smoothing  effect  on  the  temperature   field  and  thereby   leads   to   less   steep
temperature gradients than if thermal dispersion is neglected. For calculations









close   to   the collector   tube.   In  this   region  the surface   temperatures  of   two
neighbouring tubes differs at the maximum 10K. The emissivity of Inconel is
approximately   0,4   (Perry   and  Green)   and  with   a   surface   temperature   of
around   1000K   the   radiative   heat   flux   is   about   600W/m2,  which   shall   be
compared   to   the   convective   heat   flux   that   in   this   region   is   around
12500W/m2, i.e. the radiative heat flux  is at its maximum of the order of a
few percent of the convective heat flux. The radiation will have a smearing





If   no   compressibility   effects   are   considered,   and   the   fluid   conductivity   is
considered constant, and the effects of viscous dissipation and pressure work
are   negligible   the   temperature   of   the   gas   on   the   cold   side   of   the   heat




















































































In order   to  judge the  influence of  diffusivity  on the heat   transport   the Pe
























⋅T hot−T cold (6.9)
Equation (6.9) can be solved analytically if information about Thot is available.
Unfortunately  Thot  is   a   consequence  of   the   result   of   equation   (6.9)  which
means   that,   for   an   analytical   solution,   equation   (6.9)  needs   to   be   solved
together with an equation for  Thot.  Another possibility  to calculate the cold




































 x i x ,T cold ,ik3,T hot ,i
(6.10d)
















 c pT −∂ p∂ t 
∂
∂ x j





⋅T cold−T hot  (6.12)
The source term to the energy equation is of the form “heat transfer rate per
unit volume”, i.e. of the dimension [W/m3], which is the same for both the








⋅T hot−T cold =
k⋅U⋅L
Aflow⋅L
⋅T hot−T cold =
k⋅U
Aflow



























has   to   be   taken   into   account.  However,   for   the   computational  model   for
steady   calculations   described   here   the   influence   of   the  wall   on   the   heat


























this  work,  air   is   the only fluid  considered as working medium of the heat
exchanger   and   therefore   the   tube  outlet  Reynolds  number  will   always   be
lower than the tube inlet Reynolds number. If  the Reynolds number at the













one   in   this   study,   is   that   the   tubes   have   bends.   The   bends   give   rise   to
secondary flow that causes an additional pressure drop and increase the heat















the   flow  to  separate at   the entrance and shedding  vorticity   into   the main
stream  and   thereby   enhancing   the  heat   transfer   rate.   Experiments   on   the







The   lowest   curve   corresponds   to   the   case   with   hydro   dynamically   fully
developed flow and the second lowest to the case with an abrupt contraction,






















Nux=1 Cx /D ⋅0,023R e0,8 Pr0,4 (6.18)
6.5 Hot side heat transfer correlation
Numerous   studies   of   tube   bundles   have   been   performed   by   different
researchers   of   which   the   works   of   Zukauskas   are   the   most   extensive.
Zukauskas has made thorough  investigations  of   the  flow and heat  transfer
mainly in banks of circular tubes. However,   in this study a heat exchanger
with   oval   shaped   tubes   has   been   chosen   and   therefore   the   results   of
Zukauskas regarding heat  transfer  do not entirely apply.  Oval shaped tube
bundles have, on the other hand, been investigated by some other researchers
e.g. by Bähr, Brauer, Hanke, Joyner and Palmer, Ruth, and Schad. Of which
Hanke   and   Bähr   performed   measurements   on   tube   bundles   that   are



















be applied to  the experimental  data of  Bähr and Hanke and the reference
velocity  will   be   approximated.   Bähr   and  Hanke,   like  most   of   the   others
looking at tube bundles, have chosen to investigate the cross flow over the






If   the   flow   through   the   tube  bundle   is   looked  upon  as   channel   flow   the
transport  of  heat  and momentum normal   to   the wall   can be expressed  as
(Bejan, Merker)
−q0














 if   this  equation  is   integrated  from the wall u=0, T=T0  to   the  free  stream






































One   drawback   of   the   Reynold's   analogy   is   that   Pr   is   assumed   to   be   1.
However,   in   gas   flow   the   variation   of   Pr  with   temperature,   is   for  most




rough,   and  without   proper   experimental   data   there   is   no   need   to   try   to





when     no   experimental   data   is   available   for   the   bundle   in   question   an
assumption on the reference velocity has to be made. As already mentioned












0,665≤t l≤1,01 and 1,36≤tq≤2,21
that covers the configuration in this work. 
A  reference velocity   for   the Reynold s´  analogy must  be dependent on  the
characteristic   geometric   quantities   of   the   bundle   as  well   as   on   the   tube
59
geometry itself. An estimation of the reference velocity based purely on the
geometric  characteristics  of   the bundle can only  lead to a relatively  rough
estimate of the velocity valid for a narrow range of geometric variations, but it
is  not   the ambition  of   this  work  to   come up with a general  heat   transfer
correlation for staggered bundles of oval shaped tubes, but to estimate the























































If   the above Nusselt  number  expressions  are used  in  conjunction with   the
experimental data from Bähr, for the rows 4­9, correlated Nusselt numbers
can be calculated that  in average differ   ­3% from the experimental  with a
















able  to deliver  reliable  heat  transfer   information  if  a meaningful   reference
velocity is found.
Since  the velocity  component across   the  tubes   from  the blunt   side  is  very
small, due to the tube geometry and bundle configuration, there is almost no
movement  in this  direction.  This  means that  it   is   less critical  exactly  what
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and   functions,   describing   the   flow   and   heat   transfer   process   of   the   heat
exchanger,  described in  the proceeding chapters,  has been developed. This






according  to  figure  7.1.  The purpose of  using several   regions   for   the heat
exchanger   is   to allow for   the construction of   local  coordinate systems,   the
modelling   of   spacers,   and   a  meaningful   treatment   of   the   heat   exchanger



















exchanger.   Some   applications   might   also   include   more   than   one   heat
exchanger and the heat exchangers in most such cases do not all lye in the
same directions. A way to overcome these problems is to use local coordinate










of   the   picture.   Furthermore,   the  bends  of   the  heat   exchanger   can  not   be
handled   easily   with   Cartesian   coordinate   systems   and   therefore   local
cylindrical coordinate systems are used for these. 






could   be   simulated   by   either   blocking   the   corresponding   regions   off   or
defining   them  as  porous   regions.  However,   if   they   are  defined   as   porous
regions they need to be given a porosity and momentum sinks have to be
calculated   for   them.   Since   no   information   is   available   on   the   exact





since   additional   constraints   are   put   on   the   cold   side   flow   field.     Such   a
constraint is that the cold side flow is unidirectional and parallel to the tubes.
For   a   prescribed   heat   flux   the   hot   side   energy   source   terms   could   be





















The   temperature   field   on   the   cold   side   of   the   heat   exchanger   has   to   be
calculated outside  the  flow solver  of  CFX­TASCflow.  Thus  the  temperature
fields can not be calculated coupled, but in an iterative manner. In this way
the   calculated   cold   side   temperature   field   correspond   to   the   hot   side
temperature field of the proceeding iteration. However, since the problems to






Tcold(I,J,K)1 =  fc(Thot(I, J, K)0, Tcold(I, J, K)0,  Runge­Kutta method
Sx, Sy, Sz, Recold, Rehot) 
Thot(I,J,K)1 =  fh(Tcold(I, J, K)0, Thot(I, J, K)0,  CFX­TASCflow solver
Sx, Sy, Sz, Recold, Rehot)




Tcold(I,J,K)n =  fc(Thot(I, J, K)n­1, Tcold(I, J, K)n­1,  Runge­Kutta method
Sx, Sy, Sz, Recold, Rehot) 
Thot(I,J,K)n =  fh(Tcold(I, J, K)n­1, Thot(I, J, K)n­1 ,  CFX­TASCflow solver
Sx, Sy, Sz, Recold, Rehot)
T cold ,n=MAX T cold I , J , K n−T cold I , J , K n−1 
No convergence criterion has been applied for the cold side temperature, but
the convergence behaviour can be observed by studying the maximum change
in   the   cold   side   temperature   field   every   outer   iteration.   The   cold   side
temperature   change   of   the   last   iteration   is  written   to   a   file   and   can   be
visualized by using the CFX­TASCflow post processor. The above calculation






















for   an   accurate   calculation   of   the   cold   side   flow   distribution.  If   no   such
reliable experimental  information is available,  calculations of the flow field
will   not   lead   to   a   flow   distribution   more   accurate   than   the   assumed
homogeneous flow field. 
7.3 Structure of the heat exchanger simulation code
The heat exchanger simulation code is  built  up by several  subroutines and
functions   that   are   called   for   during   the   execution   of   the   code.   These
subroutines   and   functions   are   called   for   in   order   to   determine   different
quantities   such   as   e.g.   heat   transfer   coefficients,  momentum   and   energy
source terms, different physical quantities, or to determine index directions. A



















parts   and   the   bends   respectively.   Transform   the   source   terms   and
active coefficients to the global coordinate system used by the solver.
• Apply the momentum source terms and active coefficients.





























determining   the   index   directions,   the   physical   quantities   and   heat
transfer data are made. 
• If the model contains more than one heat exchanger then the cold side








For   the   validation   of   the   heat   exchanger   simulation   code   experimental





















and   above   the   heat   exchanger.   Figure   8.2   shows   the   grid   for   the   outlet
temperature gauges and their positions.  The inlet and outlet pressures and
temperatures were evaluated as arithmetic means of the measured values at




















since   the   inflow   is   evenly   distributed   it   is   very   unlikely   that   strong
temperature gradients would occur in the transversal direction and thus the
grid   resolution   is   acceptable.   The   outlet   region  down   stream  of   the   heat





Inlet B.C., hot side Mass flow 0,75 kg/s 2,12 kg/s 3,08 kg/s





















The  experimental  Reynolds  number,   shown  in   table  8.2,   are   for   all   three
investigated cases relatively low. On the hot side the Reynolds numbers range
between 270 and 1150, which is in the lower end and in part outside of the


























regions.   This,   in  addition   to   the   uncertainties   in   the   underlying   CFD­
calculations (chapter 3), is most likely to be the reason for these deviations.
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 Hot gas case  pcalculated [Pa]  pmeasured [Pa] Deviation [%]
Case 1 990,8 1079 ­8,2
Case 2 5248 6277 ­16,4


































































































Case 1  p [Pa] Thot out [K] Tcold, out [K]
1st order 1085 472,7 768,6
2nd order 1072 471,7 768,7
2nd order, Prt=9 1072 471,9 768,9
Experimental 1079 495,5 765,8
Table 8.4 Global results for hot gas case 1.
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 Case 2  p [Pa] Thot, out [K] Tcold, out [K]
1st order 6341 681,8 992,5
2nd order 6278 680,5 991,8
2nd order, Prt=9 6281 681,3 992,5
Experimental 6277 705,6 979,7
Table 8.5 Global results for hot gas case 2.
Case 3  p [Pa] Thot, out [K] Tcold, out[K]
1st order 10941 781,6 979,6
2nd order 10834 780,7 979,1
2nd order, Prt=9  10842 781,3 979,5
Experimental 10880 790,8 972,3
Table 8.6 Global results for hot gas case 3.
The CFD calculations predict  higher heat transfer  rates than  is  seen in  the
experiments. This is most prominent for the two cases with lowest Reynolds
numbers.  With   arguments   mentioned   above,   this   is   also   what   could   be
expected, with the heat transfer correlation on the cold side for turbulent flow
and the uncertainties in the hot side heat transfer correlation. The calculated
hot   side  outlet   temperature  profiles   for   the  symmetry  plane are   shown  in
figures  8.4  –  8.6   together  with   the  measured   temperatures.  The   trend   is
captured in the CFD results, but with an under estimation of the temperatures
close to the distributor tube. The experimental data shows a significant scatter
in   the   heat   exchanger   outlet   temperatures,   on   the   hot   gas   side,   with   a




measurement   uncertainties.   As   also   can   be   seen   in   figures   8.4  – 8.6   the




































































pressure  drop   is  over   estimated   for   the   cases  with  a   blockage   and  under






Reynolds number  pmeas [Pa]  pmeas [Pa] Deviation [%]
1077 262,17 247,27 +6,0
2041 813,89 763,37 +6,6
3118 1798,6 1653,9 +8,8
3679 2441,3 2269,4 +7,6
3768 2482,0 2327,2 +6,7
1077 leakage 237,69 247,27 ­3,9
2041 leakage 729,94 763,37 ­4,4
3118 leakage 1596,2 1653,9 ­3,5
3679 leakage 2086,7 2269,4 ­8,1










separation,  but   this   is   to  be   expected  since  a  wall   function   is  used.  Wall
functions are developed for boundary layers in equilibrium, which means that































could   be  meshed   correctly   and   no   simplifications   of   the   geometry   were
necessary. Calculations were performed in the same manner as for the cases
without cover and the pressure drops are presented in table 8.9. As can be




Reynolds number  pcalc [Pa]  pmeas [Pa] Deviation [%]
2153 1047,3 1043,9 +0,3
2535 1414,6 1388,2 +1,9
2916 1831,9 1833,9 ­0,1
3320 2571,9 2422,3 +6,2
Table 8.9 Total pressure drop results for the cases with covered back of the bend.





























10%.  This   is   slightly  higher   than   for   the   cases  with  back   cover,   but   still
reasonable.
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Reynolds number  pcalc [Pa]  pmeas [Pa] Deviation [%]
1458 567,75 541,5 +4,8
1907 915,32 869,0 +5,3
2849 1923,6 1777,3 +8,2




the   previous   cases  where   the  U­component   is   underestimated   in   the   gap
planes   and   the   separation   downstream   of   the   central   tube   not   captured.
















investigated  without   covered   bend,   but  with   a   sealing   between   the  wind
tunnel wall and the bend. This is visible in the grid in figure 8.30. This small







and   the   pressure   loss   results   are   presented   in   table   8.11.   The   calculated
pressure drop is in very good agreement with the measured.
Reynolds number  pcalc [Pa]  pmeas [Pa] Deviation [%]











For   the   inlet   flow   angle   of   45   degrees   experiments   were   made   on   a
configuration   described   in   figure   8.33   below.   This   set­up   was   used   for











The   calculated   pressure   drop   over   the   heat   exchanger   is   in   very   good
agreement with the measured pressure drop, with a deviation less than 1%,
as is shown in table 8.12. 
Reynolds number  pcalc  [Pa]  pmeas  [Pa] Deviation [%]























Reynolds number  pcalc [Pa]  pmeas [Pa] Deviation [%]
3163 2397,9 2187,5 +9,6
Table 8.13 Total pressure drop results for the 45 degrees inclination case with covered back
part of the bend.
The velocity profiles for the two investigated planes,   figures 8.39­8.42,  are
quite well captured and the velocity components at the outlet plane show the











for   the   non­isothermal   test   cases.   These   were   then   calculated   with   an
exaggerated heat transfer rate as a result. The overestimated heat transfer is









producing  a  pressure  drop deviating   less   than 10% from the  experiments,
which must considered be to be acceptable. The velocity profiles were quite
well   predicted   for   all   cases,   although   the   separation   that   occurred   in   all
experiments   just  downstream  the   central   tube   could  not   captured.  This   is
mainly due to the use of a wall function, which inhibits separation since it is
developed   for   boundary   layers   in   equilibrium.   Furthermore,   the   sharp
gradients  could  not  be  fully  captured,  which  indicates   that  either   the grid
resolution or the turbulence viscosity or both are too high.
9 Applications
































The operational  conditions  are  derived   from IRA engine  requirements  and
adapted   to   the   capacity   of   the   high   altitude   test   cell   at   the   Technical








Bit   version  of   the  CFD   software,   the   geometries   could   not   be   completely
resolved, but had to be simplified. In figures 9.2 and 9.3 the simplifications
are   visible   in   the   regions   close   to   the   bow parts   of   the  heat   exchangers.
However,  these simplifications should not have any major influence on the
quantities   to   be   studied,   such   as   pressure   drop   and  heat   exchanger   load
distribution. 
Figure 9.2 CFD model of configuration 1. Figure 9.3 CFD model of configuration 2.
Due   to   the   symmetry  plane  it  was   not  necessary   to  mesh   the   geometries
completely, but only the half of them, as can be seen in figure 9.4 where the
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is   also   a   quite   large   recirculation   zone   in   the   hex   duct   exit,   but   no
recirculation of the flow back into the heat exchanger can be noted for any of
the   configurations.   In   figure   9.6   the   poor   flow   distribution   of   the   heat
exchanger   in   configuration   1   can   be   noticed.   In   figure   9.7,   where   the
temperature   field   of   the   entire   CLEAN   exhaust   gas   casing   is   shown,   the




















































The   two   different   CLEAN   configurations   have   been   calculated  with   heat




areas   regarding   thermal   stresses  might  be  where   the   inner   tube   rows  are
mounted on the distributor tube, as well as the collector tube itself.
9.2 Exhaust gas casing of an compact industrial gas turbine
As an additional  application example  a recuperated compact  industrial  gas
turbine has been chosen. The turbine has a power output of around 1MW and
is   e.g.   suitable   for   reserve   power   generation   or   vehicle   applications.   The
outline of the gas turbine exhaust gas casing is presented in figures 9.15 and















shown   in   figure  9.17  and   in   figures  9.18  and  9.19   the  grid   for   the  heat
exchanger is presented. The size limitation mentioned, made it necessary to
limit the number of nodes. A compromise between the resolutions in different
regions   led   to  a  grid  with  13   cell   rows  across   the  heat   exchanger  matrix
corresponding   to  19  tube rows.  This  makes   the  grid   somewhat   coarse   for






















































shown   in   figure   9.23.   As   in   the   CLEAN­cases   the   largest   temperature
differences are seen where the inner tube row is mounted to the distributer,
but  the difference  is  smaller   for  CLEAN due to smaller  differences   in  inlet
temperatures. The flow distribution through the heat exchanger is presented
in figures 9.24 and 9.25 as averages for the inner and outer parts of the upper






flow  through   the  heat  exchanger   in   the  direction   towards   the   side  of   the
exhaust   could  also  be  expected,   since   the  exhaust  duct   causes  an  uneven



























been   simulated.   One   configuration   and   one   operating   condition,
corresponding to what could be expected to be full load, were chosen. The






amount   of   numerical   diffusion   and   overestimated   turbulence   viscosity   is




The   study   of   tube   bundles,   and   the   development   of   the   heat   exchanger
simulation code, and the validation of it has resulted in a robust calculation
tool  and  simple   recommendations   for   the  study  of   flow and heat   transfer
phenomena in recuperated gas turbine engine exhaust casings.  The current
level of the work presented constitutes a solid basis for further developments.
Below   are   a   number   of   recommendations   for   future  work   suggested   for
improving the analyses of the flow and heat transfer phenomena related to
recuperated gas turbine engines. 
 Parallelization   of   the   temperature   calculation   procedure   for   shorter
execution times of calculations involving heat transfer. 
 Adaption   of   the   code   to   CFD­solvers  working   on   unstructured   grids   to





 Optimizing the non­convective heat  transport,  by adjusting  the  turbulent
Prandtl  number  for   the heat  exchanger regions  or  modifying  the energy
source term by reducing it by a fraction of the turbulent transport. For this
purpose experimental or high quality numerical data of temperature fields








turbulent  flow and take the turbulent   inlet  boundary conditions and the
flow development from the inlet into account. For the hot side the Reynolds
analogy  could  be  improved   if   experimental  data   for   the   tube  bundle   in
question was available.





A  computational   tool   and  a  methodology   for   steady   state  heat   exchanger




the   gas   turbine   engine   exhaust   ducts.   The   resistance   tensors  were   tuned
against both CFD­data and experimental data and the computational model
was to some extent validated against experimental results. For the validation











heat   exchanger   chosen   and  was   thus   not   accounted   for   in   the   analyses.
However, for a heat exchanger of another material and configuration these
effects might have to be taken into account.
The   cell   size   of   the   porous  medium   representing   the   heat   exchanger   is
suggested to be less or equal the size of the representative elementary volume
(REV) of   the problem. This  has  for a tube bundle the  length scales of  the
longitudinal  and transversal  pitches.  Since the velocity profiles close to the
walls   in   the   heat   exchanger   are   unknown   and   the   cell   size   is   large   the
boundary layers were chosen to be modelled by a wall function.  The fixed
distance  wall   function available  in  CFX­TASCflow  is   recommended since  it
gives a friction Reynolds number dependent and not grid size dependent. As a




the turbulent heat transport  is  exaggerated.  The heat transport   in the heat
exchanger is for two of the main directions dominated by convection, but for
the  third  main  direction diffusion and dispersion might  be significant.  For
conservative analyses of the temperature fields, from a thermal stress point of
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AEA Technology,  CFX­TASCflow,  User  Documentation,  Version 2.11,  June  
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Reynold's  number   and   compared   qualitatively   with   the   experiments.   The





velocities are significantly lower,  which enables better possibilities  for  flow
visualisations. The flow was visualized experimentally by laser cuts, through
the perspex walls. In this way the air bubbles and particles in the water were
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 xY , yY , zY ⋅0,0,1 





 x Z , y Z , zZ ⋅0,0,1 
∣ x Z , y Z , zZ ∣⋅∣0,0 ,1 ∣
=arccos
zZ
 x Z2 yZ2zZ2
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U∣⋅F xx⋅uF xy⋅vF xz⋅w 
S y=−⋅D yx⋅uD yy⋅vD yz⋅w −12⋅⋅∣
U∣⋅F yx⋅uF yy⋅vF yz⋅w 
Sz=−⋅Dzx⋅uDzy⋅vDzz⋅w −12⋅⋅∣




















































⋅⋅[ U∣U∣⋅F xx⋅uF xy⋅vF xz⋅w ∣U∣⋅F xx⋅cos1F xy⋅cos2F xz⋅cos3 ]
∂S y
∂U
=−⋅D yx⋅cos1D yy⋅cos2D yz⋅cos3 
− 1
2














⋅⋅[ V∣U∣⋅F xx⋅uF xy⋅vF xz⋅w ∣U∣⋅F xx⋅cos1F xy⋅cos2F xz⋅cos3 ]
∂S y
∂V
=−⋅D yx⋅cos1D yy⋅cos2D yz⋅cos3 
− 1
2













⋅⋅[ W∣U∣ ⋅F xx⋅uF xy⋅vF xz⋅w ∣U∣⋅F xx⋅cos1F xy⋅cos2F xz⋅cos3 ]
∂S y
∂W
=−⋅D yx⋅cos1D yy⋅cos2D yz⋅cos3 
− 1
2







⋅⋅[ W∣U∣ ⋅F zx⋅uF zy⋅vF zz⋅w ∣U∣⋅F zx⋅cos1F zy⋅cos2F zz⋅cos3 ]







Sr=−⋅Drr⋅urDr ⋅uDrz⋅uz − 12⋅⋅∣




U∣⋅F zr⋅urF z⋅uF zz⋅uz 













































































































































































⋅F rr⋅urF r⋅uF rz⋅uz 
− 1
2
⋅⋅∣U∣⋅[ F rr⋅cos⋅cos1sin⋅cos2 
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 F r⋅cos⋅cos2−sin⋅cos1 F rz⋅cos3 ]
∂S
∂U






⋅F r⋅urF⋅uF z⋅uz 
−r⋅1
2
⋅⋅∣U∣⋅[ F r⋅cos⋅cos1sin⋅cos2 










⋅F rr⋅urF r⋅uF rz⋅uz 
− 1
2
⋅⋅∣U∣⋅[ F rr⋅cos⋅cos1sin⋅cos2 
F r⋅cos⋅cos2−sin⋅cos1 F rz⋅cos3 ]
∂S
∂V






⋅F r⋅urF⋅uF z⋅uz 
−r⋅1
2
⋅⋅∣U∣⋅[ F r⋅cos⋅cos1sin⋅cos2 











⋅F rr⋅urF r⋅uF rz⋅uz 
− 1
2
⋅⋅∣U∣⋅[ F rr⋅cos⋅cos1sin⋅cos2 
F r⋅cos⋅cos2−sin⋅cos1 F rz⋅cos3 ]
∂S
∂W






⋅F r⋅urF⋅uF z⋅uz 
−r⋅1
2
⋅⋅∣U∣⋅[ F r⋅cos⋅cos1sin⋅cos2 
F⋅cos⋅cos2−sin⋅cos1 F z⋅cos3 ]
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